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REVIEW OF FLIGHT TESTS OF NACA C AND D COWLINGS ON THE XP-42 AIRPLANE

By J. FOBDJOHNSTON

SUMMARY

ReswltIIof jlight teete oj the performance and cooling charac-
Lmi&+a of three NACA D COW@78 and Of a co-ntmti.md

NACA C wwling on the XP–@ airphuw are euznmarizedand
compared. Z’& D cowling tk, in general, characikrizd by the
we of an anmdar inlet and di$wser section for the engine-
cooling air.

~The D cowlings testid were a long-nose high-inlet-oelociiy
cowling, a 6hort-nose high-inlebwiociiy cowling, and a 8hort-
no8elow-inl.et-m?kiiy coWling.

.lncreu.wxof the maximum speed were obi%hwdby .w.seoj h
D cow1ing8as comparedwiththeconoenthud Ccowi@ arrange-
ment. The increaw corwponded to an ocer-a.!ldrq-coej$cimi
redwctionoj 6 percent wiih tb long-nose cowling and the 8h0rt-
nose ho-inlet-velocity cowling, and i! perceht with the 8hart-no8e
high-klet-ve(ocity cowling.

Small increaatx of the cooling pnwure recovery in the juU-
power climb condii%n were alao obi!uined by the 1~-no8e
high-inleLvelocityand th 8hM-no6e t?owi?dtakioci-ty cowbing8,
bwt th premwe reamery &h the 8hort-noseMgh-inlet-oehity
w wling was le88than that wnlhthe C cowling.

~ We oj toid+clwrd propelkr CU.Sor an axi.d--w jan
wdh t?k?D cowt?@8 incread the coobkg preeeure recoveriesin
tlw climb condiiion at the expen8eoj 8omeof the improvementin
8peed.

INTRODUCTION

In an extensive investigation directed toward improvement
of radial-engine cowlings, the Nations-l Advisory “Committee
for Aeronautic has developed the type D cowling, charac-
terized by the use of an annuk inlet and d.iiluaersection for
the engine-cooling air. The development of what ww ccm-
sidered the optimum NACA D cowling is described in
reference 1. This long-nose cowling was built for the Xl?-42
airplane, which originally had a Pratt & Whitney R–1830-31
engine with an extended propeller shaft placing the propeller
about 20 inches ahead of the normal position. Further
wind-tunnel investigations, as described in reference 2, were
directed toward adapting -the NACA D cowling to the
standard short-nose engine and again’ used the XP42 air-
plane as rLmodel.

The principal objectives of the wind-tunnel investigations
were (1) reduction of external drag and increase of critical
Mach number by smoothing the external flow and reducing
the negative pressure peak and (2) reduction of cooling drag
by increasing the cooling-air pressure recovery.

The three principal variations of the NACA D cowling,
which resulted from these investigations, w~e a long-nose

high-idet-veloci~’ cowling, a shorhnose high-inletwelocity
cowling, and a shortaose low-inlekvelocity coding originally
designed for use with a spinner-mounted axial-flow fan.
These cowlings were then built for flight investigation of
their performance and cooling characteristics on th’e X3+42
airplane. Tests of a conventional NACA C cowling on the
same airplane were also carried out for purposes of compari-
son. Table I lists the various cowlings investigakd and the
modifications of auxiliary apparatus (propeller cufk and/or
fan) tested on each. The results of these flight tests were
reporkd as soon as possible after the completion of each series
and are contained in references 3 to 8. The present paper
comprises a summary of these results and a comparison of
$he drag and cooling characteristics of the cowling arrange-
ments investigated.

The design of the cowlings and engine installations was a
project of the Air-Cooled Engine Installation Group sta-
tioned at the Langley Laboratory. The members of the
group associated with this project included I@. Howard S.
Ditsch, of the Curtiss-Wright Corp.; Mr. Peter Torraco, of
the Republic Aviation Corp.; Mr. Wtiam S. Richardsj of
the Wright Aeronautical Corp.; -and Mr. James R. Thomp-
son, of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. The Army Air Forces.,
Mat&-iel Clxmnand, sponsored the investigation and supplied
the Xl?42 airplane. The CurtisS-Wright Corp., Airplane
Ditilon, handled the construction as well as the slawctural
and detail “design of the cowlings and supplied personnel to
assist in the servicing and maintemmce of the airplane and
cowlings during the tests. Pratt & Whitney Airoraft pre-
pared the engine and torque meters for the tests and assisted
in the operation and servicing of the engine. The propellers,
cuffs, and spinners were supplied by the Curtis-Wright
Corp., Propeller Division. ~

The flight tests were conducted at Langley Field, Vs., horn
May 1941 to December 1942.

DESIGNATIONSOF NACAD COWZINGS

Basic cowling designations hive been defined in reference 2,
in which the NACA D cowling designations listed were
D 1, D,, and D,fi The subscripts 1 and 8 refer to designs
suitable for long-nose and short+nose engines, respectively,
and j indicates the use of a fan at the wwling entrance.
For convenience in differentiating between the two shortr
nose D cowlings, numerical subscripts will be used in this
report to designate the design irdet+wlocity ratio. Thus
D ,0= refers to the shorknose Mgh-inlet+velocity cowling
which was designed for an irdei%vdocity ratio of 0.5, and
D,03 refers to the shorknose low-inle~velocity cowling which.
was designed for an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.3.
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TABLEL-C! O~INGS TESTED ON XJ?-42 AIRPLANE
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SYMBOLS

D mtium diameter of basic cowl@ “
X coding length from lip to maximum diameter
d cmvl.inginlet diameter
x abscissa of point on cowling measured from cowling lip

parallel to thru5t line
v ordinate of point on coding measured from point

where tangent to coding lip is perpendicikir to
thrust line

Y value of y when x=X .
@ airplane impact prwmre, inclw of water
P pre=ue above free-stream static pressure, inches of

water

APPARATUSAND METHOD I
XP-iz AIRPLANE I

The XP42 airplane as tested was a P–36 airplane with the
exception of the engine installation and the fuselage side

In cllmb

A;=h A~&Mm~h

M w

am 0.s3

.m .7U

.iq .62

1.02 .6.5

.E6 .06

.74 .76

.EJ3 .81

.s4 .S1

.Jm .69

.69 .64

:67 .69

fairings behind the emvling. The engine WW”a 14-oylindor
twin-row I?ratt & Whitney R–1830%1, incorporating an
extended nosh section whioh placed the propelhm about
20 inches ahead of the normal position. This extension was
replaoed by a standard nose for the teatswith the short-noso
D and G cowlings. The power rating of the mgine was as
follows :

I l-lBreke 3@i&e
Power condition IAMido

pmmr (rPm) I
‘TaM-oll...--...-. 1, m %Wa
Normel retIng ----- 1, m
Normel mtlng ..-.. - 1, m W

~f $J

Maltary mung-. . . . . . Loal ZPm 14: m

The engine had a single-stage blower with an impelhm
drive ratio of 8.47:1 and a propeller drive ratio of 9:16. A
speoial set of oylinder bafflss, designed to minimize the leak-
age of air between adjoining baftles and to fit more olosely
to the iins, was provided by the engine manufacturer.

.
,



WI& OF FLIGHT TESTS OF NACAC

Individual-cylinder exhaust jet staclq designed according
to reference 9, were used in place of the standard collector
ring. The cross-section at the exhaust port was about
4.06 square inches, and the nozzle area at the end aver-
aged about 2.98 square inches.

The airplane, as prepared for the tests, weighed 6000
pounds with pilot and full tanks; it retained the standard
aerial but had no protilone for guns.

CO WUNGS

Dimensioned drawings of each cowling are shown in
figures 1 to 4. The ordinates of the forward parts of NACA
cowlings D 1and D, are given in references 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Ordinatea for NACA cowling C are given in refer-
ence 10. The tip and bottom of the D cmvlingswerealtered to
accommodate the charge and oil-cooling air ducts, but the
sides have the basic cowling shape. Although these cowlings
were developed independently to have smooth flat pressure
distributions and high critical iMachnumbers, it is interesting
to note that the basic ordinates when plotted in terms of the
ratios x/X and y/Y agree within the probable error of
determination. These nondimensional ordinates for NACA
cowlings D 1and D, are as follows:

Z/x

o
.006
.010
;%

.Om

.076

It is reasonable

gl Y rmS/x u/Y S/x 9JY

o 0. lim a 221 0. 4fQ 0.709
.06s . lm .412 .m .Wi
.aw :g .492 .Oal .S&s
.127 .M2 .703 .918
.167 .300 .023 .E03 .m
.211 .3m
.209 .400 :% i~ 1: L%

to $uppose that cowlings intermediate to
these two in dimensions would als6 have smooth presswe
distributions and high critical Mach numbers at the appro-
priate irde~velocity ratios. From reference -1, the critical
Mach number of NACA cowling D, was about 0.74 for inlet-
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veloci~ ratios as low as 0.32; and from reference 2, the
critical Mach number of NACA coding D, was about 0.70
for inlet-velocity ratios at leaat as low as 0.47. The higher
critical Mach number of coding D I is probably due to its
greater length. The proportions of the cowlings flight
tested were as follows:

I ;::”’[

FIGDEE 2–Short-nc& high-inlet-~elodtg wwllng. (Alf dhmmicm me infnchex)
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The long-nose coding (fig. 1) was designed to inducl
the engine-cooling, carburetor, and oil-cooling air througl
the single annular inlet at about one-half the airplaneveloci~
in the high-speed condition; that is, the design idet-velocio
ratio was 0.5. The supplies of carburetor and oil-cooling ti
were divided off by a ~’spIitter ring” in the low-velocity
region at the end of the diffuser section. The sections oi
the wide-chord propeller cuf% were symmetrical at the root,
as shown in figure 1, and were tapered to conform with the
propeller section at about the 22-inch radius. Views of the
cowling as installed on the airplane are shown in figure 5.

The shortaose high-inle&veJoci@ cowling D%3, figures 2
and 6, hnd separate extermd scoops at the cowling lip for the
induction and oil-cooling air. The annulm inlet for the
engine-cooling air, designed for an inletrvelocity ratio of 0.5
in the high-speed condition, was located at as large a radius
as possible to aid the ground cooh.qg. In order to reduce the
thickness of the boundary layer in relation to the resultant
narrow inIet gap, the spinner w“h.sreflexed slightly near the
trailing edge, as may be seen in figure G. The propeller cuif
sections were symmetrical at the root, as shown in figure 2,
and were tapered to conform with the propeller section at
about the 22-inch radius.

The shortaose low-irdet+veloci~ coding D%3, figures 3
and ‘i’, had the same external cowling as the D%*. The
design inlet-velocity ratio was reduced to 0.3 by the use of a
smaller nonrefked spinner, which increased the inlet area,
and a new afterbody and cowling inner liner. 130thsets of
cuffs differed from the previous s@s in that the camber line
of the root section was reflexed fim about the midchord
point. Details of the spinner-mounted fan and of the cnfk
me contained in references 5 and 6, respectively.
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The NACA”C cowling, shown in figures 4 and 8, was made
from NACA cowling D,. The nmrow=chord cuffs and 24-
inch-dhmeter spinner were of standard commercial manu-
facture for the propeller used.

The small cowl flaps origimdly provided for the airplane,
shown in figures 1 to 5, proved inadequate for the climb
tests, and three additional cowl flaps were installed on each
side. The modified cowl flaps are shown in figures 5 (d) and
6 (c). The position of the extra cowl flaps could be changed
only on the ground. I?or the high-speed tests they were
flmd closed, and for the climb and ground-coohg tests they
wem fixed full open (approximately 35°). Some flexibility
and lost motion misted in the supporting mechanism but the
cowl-flnp openings were not recorded in flighti.

~T EQUIPMEN’r

The teat equipment used during the investigation is de-
scribed in references 3 and 4. The quantitia measured by
tlm recording instruments included an extensive survey of
the engine-cooling, carburetor, and oil-cooling air preasurw;
all cylinder-bed and barrel-flange tmmperatw”es,along with
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certain engine-accessory and air temperatures; the engine
power and manifold pressure; and the airspeed and altitude.

~GH-SPBED TR9m3

The high speed was determined in each case by making a
series of about 10 IeveI runs at ffl throttIe, 2700 rpm, at
and above the engine critical altitude (from 14,500 to 19,000
ft). The cowl flaps were clo~ed, carburetor heat off, and
mixture cantrol in automatic rich. All quantities were
measured after stabilization in the run.

High-speed tests 1,3, and 4 (table I) were made with the
original small cowl flaps and the later tests, with the modified
cowl flaps. Comparison of the results of test 4 with those
of test 6 showed that the modified cowl flaps caused a speed
loss of 2 miles per hour. This loss is attributed to air leak-
age around the modified flaps and would not be present in a
well-designed cowl-flap installation. In order to keep the
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results of aU the cowling tests on a comparable basis, there-
fore, the speeds observed in tests using the modified cowl
flaps have been raised by 2 miles per hour for quotation in
this report. The resulting speed is the same ss that whioh
would be obtained by correcting the airplane drag coeflkient
for the added cowl-flap drag.

CLINB TlWIY3

Two sustnined climbs to about 20,000 feet were generaUy
tnado with tech cowling arrangement. One was at 140

miles per hour indicated airspeed, fuU rich, 2550 rpmj
with the manifold pressure kept at about 43 inches of
mercury to 7000 fee~then 42 inches until the full-throttle
position was reached. The other was at 165 miles per hour
indicatid aimpeed, automatic rich, 2650 rpm, with the
manifold prwure at about 40 inches of mercury to fuU
throttle. The automatic-rich setting provides a mixturo
compensation for altitude which is bypassed in the full-rich
setting. :

GROW COOUUQ

Ground-cooling tests were made by running the engino fit
1380 rpm, for about 10 minutm, then idling 6 minutes
and shutting off after oltig the plugs. Engine-cylinder,
engine-accessory, and air temperatures were recorded
during the running periods and for 10 minutes after the
engine was stopped. The prop-eUerw-asin low pitch, cowl
flaps were fuU open, and the airplane was sidewise to the
wind. The ground-cooling test of the long-nose cowling
was made with only the original smaU cowl flaps; the modi-
fied cowl flaps were used in the ground tests of the other
emvlings.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The maximum speed at rated military power and altitude
at a cooling-air pr=sure drop of 16 inches of water and tho
engine-cooling-air prea9urerecowry for each cowling arrrmge-
ment are listed in table I. These values, the one relating.to
the cowling drag and the other to the relative engine cooling
capacity, are considered the most importrmt fetttures of
m~b performazlce. The pressure drop of 16 iuchea of
water was the average for the high-speed tests. This cooling
pressure overcooked the cylinder heads but providod mar-
ginal cooling with respect to Army requirements for the
tightly baflled cylinder barrels. So far as could be dotor-
mined, the cooling pressure drop required was independent
of the type of cowling. lMore complete results me contained
in reference9 3 to &

MAmllmlSPEED

At the Mach number (about 0.46) at which the high-speed
runs were made, the mtium diilerence in speed between
the cowlings was about 2 percent of the mtium speed
and corresponded @ a 5-percent change in the airplane drag
coefficitmt. From references 1, 2, and 10, the mTocted
oritical lMaoh number for NACA cowlings D 1,Dq,c, and C
w-exeabout 0.74, 0.70, and 0.63, respectively. The critical
Mach number for NACA emvling Dms W-Mnot measured.
If the cowlings had been tested at higher Mach numbers, it
is expected that the speed diflerencw would amount to a
larger proportion of the maximum speed.

The grouping according to speed was roughly tho samo as
the grouprng according to expected critical Mach numbw,
with the exception that cowling D,O= without cuffs showed
as high a speed aa cowling D 1. Unfortunately, the long-nom
cowling was not tested without cuffs so that it is not known
whether the cuils deoreascd the maximum speed obtainablc
with this cowling.
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EfTeot of ram on speed,—In the speed comparison of
table I, made on the basis of operating at the rated military’
powm and altitude, the carburetor ram was assumed to be
zero; that is, the air density at the carburetor was assumed
to be equal to the free-air density. Where ram is availabIe,
the accompanying density rise at the carburetor increases
the altitude to which the rated power can be maintained and,
therefore, increaseathe maximum speed obtainable. For the
short-nose cowlings with the external scoop, the ram aver-
aged 1.Oq.; but the internal ducting armngement of the
long-nose cowling reduced the ram for that installation to
0.76q., With the ram and the accompanying temperature
rise in the carburetor duct due to the adiabatic compr~on
and to heat absorption through the duct walls, the carbnreiw-
rLirdensities were about 6 percent above free-air density for
the long-nose coding and 8 percent for the short-nose cowl-
ings. The corresponding increments of speed due to this
increase of critical altitude would be about 5 miles per hour
for cowling D 1and 8 miles per hour (above the values quoted
in table I) for the other cowlings. On this basis, cowling
D%J would show a higher speed than cowling D *even though
its basio drag was about the same. The internal ducting of
cowling D Imust be improved before the external dpg reduc--
tion can be fully exploited

Effeot of fan and cufs on speed.—Table I shows that the
fan tested with cmvliug D%3 reduced the top speed by ap-
pro.xima.tely4 m.ileaper hour and increased the cooling pres-
sure recovery at high speed by about 0.08q0. The pressure
rise calculated from tests of similar fans (refarence 11) was
also 0.08g.. The calculated fan power absorption was about
15 horsepower, or the equivalent of a 2-mile-per-hour re-
duction in top speed. The difference between the calcu-
lated and measured speed losses is within the combined ac-
curacy of measurement of the two speeds involved.

The wide-chord propeller cuffs tested with the D, cowl-
ings cost from 1 to 4 miles per ho.nr in top speed and had
varying effects upon the pressure recovery in the high-speed
condition. In each case, however, they increased the pres-
surerecovery in the full-power climb condition by about O.lg..
It apperuwfrom these data that wide-chord propeller cuffs
may be used for improving climb cooling which will have
little or no effect upon tbe maximum speed but that the
effect on the speed may be critically dependent on the cuif
setting or shape.

In contrast to the wide-chord cuifs, the narrow-chord
cufls of cowling C had negligible tiect upon the speed and
the engine-cooling-air pressures in ilight.

ENGINE-COOUNGAIR PEtlMSIJRM

The average cooling-air pressures on the front of the en-
gine for each coding arrangement are listed in table I.

Basio pressure recoveries.-Of the four cowlings, the
11%~,D~~, and C were tested in the basic condition, that
is, without fan or cufls. The diilerence in pressure recovery
bdween these basic cowlings was negligible in the high-speed
condition, as is shown by the pressure recoveries of 74, 76,

md 74 percent of free-stream impact pressure. It is probable
that cowling D ~if tested without cuffs wouId have shown
very nearly the same pressurerecovery as the other cowlinw.

In the 140-mile-per-hour climb condition, where the cooling
is more critical, some difference appeared between the basic
co;lings. The pressure recovery with cowling D%. dropped
from 0.74q. in the high-speed condition to 0.62q=in the climb
condition; ~th wvling C, from 0.74q0to 0.67gc; and with
cowling D%s, from 0.76q. to 0.74q.. Some decreased%re-
covery is usually expected to accompany the increase in
angle of attack. With cowling D%., this loss was aug-
mented by an increase of the inlet-velocity ratio to about 0.7,
which was well beyond the optimum for the short length
of d.ifluser available. With cowling D%3, on the other
hand, the increase of inlet-velocity ratio to about 0.45
apparently improved the flow to offset the expected loss due
to increased angle of attack.

Direct comparison of the pressure recovery in climb of
cowling D 1 with that of the other cowlings is somewhat
diilicult because it was not tested without cuils. When it is
noted, however, that the other wide-chord cuffs gave pr~ure .
increments in the 140-mile-per-hour full-power climb condi-
tion that ranged only from 0.08q, to 0.12g., it then appears
probable ~at the pressure recoveg- in climb with cowling D ~
without cuffs would correspondingly have been from 0:08qcto
0.12g, lower than that observed with the ctis. The probablo
pressurerecovery in climb of cowling D 1without cuffs is then
&om 0.74q. to 0.78q.. These figures compare favorably with
the prewure recoveries observed with the other cowlings in
the basic condition.

Although the comparison is favorable, it does not represent
the full potentialities of the diffuser used with the long-nose
cowling. The. prwmre recovery on the front of the engine
was 0.12geless than the total prwsure of the air in the low-
velocity region at the end of the diffuser. This low-velocity,
air was forced to undergo a considerable velocity increment
in passing through the “splitter ring,” and failure to recovm
the kinetic energy so attained caused the quoted loss of
0.12gc. These considerations lead to the conclusion that a
basic pressure recovery without cuffs of = high w 0.86g.
would probably be available in a similar long-nose cowling
design which took full advantage of the diffuser.

Pressure recoveries with fan or ouffs.-whereas the wide-
chord cuffs raised the cooling pressure recoveries in climb
by about O.lgc, as has been noted, the fan with cowling
D%. raised the pressure recovery by about 0.25qc, or 2%
inches of water. According to reference 11, some further
increases may be, obtained by using a fan of greater solidity
or by using contravenes. If large increases of cooling
pressure are required, how-ever, the fan must be operated at
higher speeds, that is, geared above propeller speed.

Pressure distribution around engine.-The observed dis-
tributions of cooling pressures around the engine are plotted
in figures 9 and 10 for several cowling arrangements. The
distributions in the high+peed condition, figure 9, were fairly
unifo~ for all the cowlings, as would be expected. In the
climb condition, the distributions were less uniform and there
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was a general tendency to-wardhigher pressuresat the bottom
and lower left of the cowling. No sigr&wmt differences
between the cmviings are discernible from these figures al-
though perhaps Q more complete survey would have
revealed them.

Radial distribution,-The radial pressure distributions for
several cowling arrangements are plotted in figure i 1 for the
high-speed condition and in figure 12 for the climb condition.
Each point through which a curve is drawn was averaged
from measurements on four or five ditlerant cylinders, but
the points shown at 1.2 inches hm the cylinder base in
figure 11 were measured only on cylinder 4 in the case of the
front cylinders and only on cylinder 3 in the case of the rear
cylinders. These points near the bottom of the cylinder me
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believed to be indicative of the trend of distribution but
do not sc closely repr~ent the average distribution m do the
other points. Figures 11 and 12 show the effect of the annulnr
jet from the diffuser sec$ion upon the cooling pressures up
and down the cylinder. The jet effect -WCSconfined princi-
pally to the front cylinders and was more pronounced in the
climb condition. The high-inle~veloci~ cowlings showed
more effect than the low-inlet-velocity cowling, but wil.h
cowl@ Di the jet effect resulted ~rom velocity acquirccl by
the air in passing through the “splitter ring” rather than
from the velocity remaining at the exit of tho long difl.user
passage. The jet localized the high-pressure region near tlm
juncture of the cylinder head and barrel ot the expenso of
the pressures at the ends of the cylinder. No apparent
adverse effects upon the cylinder-head cooling resulted
from this radial pressure distribution inasmuch as tho jet
was so placed as to cover the hottest parts of the cylinder and
to supply high-pressure air at the base of the vertical head fins.

The ddciency of pressure near the base of the cylindora
was found to be characteristic of the C cowling as vmll as of
the D cowlings. Correspondingly, the barrel tampertituros,
measured at the-rear center line of the flange at the bam of
the cylinder, were marginal or exceeded the Army limit in
both the climb and high-speed conditions with all the cowlings
tested.
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GROUND COOLTNG

Cylinder-head and barrel temperatures wer~ found to be
below their limits during all the ground-cooling runs. The
critical items noted were generally the oil-in temperatures
while the engine was running and the spark-plug-elbow
temperatures after the engine was stopped. During pre-
liminary tests the magneto temperatures were also critical
until the accessory-compartment venting was improved.
The use of propeller cutls generally brought all temperatures
below their Army limits.

Cooling with otis,-Time histories of the hottest cylinder-
head and spark-plug-elbow temperatures observed during the
ground-cooling runs of the four cowlings with ctis are
shown in figure 13. Similar plots for the D%., D%., and C
cowlings without cnfls are shown in iigure 14. In order to
avoid confusion of curves and because the oil-cooling sys-
tems for the short+nose cowlings were identical, the oil-in
temperatures are not included. The ground run with cowl-
ing DZ was made with only the origirml small cowl flaps,
whereas the other ground runs were made with the modified
cowl flaps. From figure 13, cowling D~ appears to have
cooled as well as the other D cowlings. The oil-in tempera-
ture, however, just equalled its Army limit; whereas, for the
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other cowlings with onils, it remained from 5° F to 10° F
below the limit. The C cowling with spinner and narrow-
chord culls showed higher cylinder and elbow temperatures
than did the D cowlings with wide-chord ctis although it
w= the coolest of the C cowling arrangements.

Cooling without ouffs.-In the runs without cuffs, figure 14,
all temperatures were appreciably higher than in the runs
with cuils. With coding D%3, the engine was throttled
back to idling after only 5 minutes at 1380 rpm because
of excessive indicated oil-in temperatures. The tests with
the D%s and C cowlings without cuffs ~ere continued in
spite of oil temperatur~ about 20° F above the Army
limit. Because of the similarity of the oiI cooling systems,
approximately the sane oil temperatures might have been
expected for cowling D%3 if the run had not been shortened.
The hottest spark-plug elbow with cowling DsO.~would also
have been expected to reach a mtium comparable with
that of cowling D%,, or about 10° F above the Army limit
(of 148° F above free-air temperature). With cowling C,
tie hottest spark-plug elbow reached a maximum about
60° F above the Army limit. In each case, the maximum
spark-plug-elbow temperatures were obtained after the
M% was stopped.

The results of these ground runs indicate that ground
cooling-is no more diflicult with the D cowlings than with the
conventional C cowling. t

o 4 8 /2 20 24 28 32
Tie!6mh

FmuRE 13.–Tem~turm dniing gmnnd~ling tats of mwUngs titb UU?S.
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CONCLUSIONS

Flight tests of the 2KJ?-42airplane equipped successively
with an ~ACA D 1,D%3, D%a, and C cowling indicated the
following conclusions:

1. The maximum speed was increased by a change from a
C cowling to a D cowling by an amount corresponding to an
airplane drag-coefficient reduction of 5 percent with the long-
nose high-inlehvelocity cowling and the short+nose low-
inlet-velocity coding, and 2 percent with the shorikmse
b.igh-idebvelocity cmvling. —

2. The engine-cooling-air pressure recovery was also in-
creased by the change so long as the inlet velocity was not
too high for the diffuser used. The pr-ure recovery in the
full-power climb condition was increased by about 7 percent
of airplane impact presure (0.07g.) by the shortaose low=
“inlet-velocity cowling, but it was decreased by about 5
percent q. by the short-nose high-inlet+velocity cowling.
Although direct comparative tests were not made, it was
deduced that the long-nose high-inlebvelocity cowling,
modiiled intmna.lly, might be capable of increasing the
pressure recovary in climb by about 18 percent q. as com-
pared with the C cowling.

3. The use of wide-chord propeller cufls with the D
cowlings increased the pressure recovery in full-power olimb
by about 1 inch of water (10 percent g.) and improved the
ground cooling but decreased the top speed by from 1 to
4 miles per hour.

4. The use of a fan with the low-irdetivelocity cowling
raised the pressure recovery in climb by about 2X inches of
water (25 percent q.) but decreased the top speed by
4 mik per hour.

5. The ground cooling with the D cowlings without cuffs
compares favorably with that with the C cowling.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL JiERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY Commrm FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., ApriZ,’?0,194S. ~
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